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Context
Effective decision-making on severe weather forecasts 

comes from understanding of Impact and Risk 

– major topic of WWOSC in Montreal, 2014.

WMO strategy for Seamless GDPFS (Global Data 

Processing and Forecasting System)

WWOSC defined seamless as spanning:

- time – hours to months

- hazards 

- from hazard to Impact Probability –
use ENS
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Programme 

Introduction - Ken Mylne

Refresher on UK Experience - Becky Hemingway

ECMWF Experience - Ervin Zsoter

Breakout Discussions

Plenary Conclusions

Key Question: Can you identify one key opportunity for 

impact model development exploiting the ENS?



Hazard Impact Models: Risk Algorithm

Hazard Vulnerability Exposurexx



Currently use high detail and resolution

Vehicle OverTurning Model

Road sections < 2km

MOGREPS-UK 2.2km resolution

Surface Water Flooding HIM

Flood Map 2m resolution

Impact library 1km cells

Grid-to-Grid model 1km resolution



Using the Hazard Impact Framework



EPS-W USA: 23rd/24th May 2015

Uses MOGREPS-G 24hr rainfall totals

33km resolution

5 days out 3.5 days out 1.5 days out



23rd May 2015 impactsEPS-W USA: 23rd/24th May 2015

378.7mm in 24 

hrs recorded

EPS-W didn’t 

get the 

intensities 

correct but did 

do well 

spatially



Regime Analysis and the Decider tool



Relating regimes to rainfall
Daily rainfall totals by regime    

(1931-2015)

Average number of days per year 

each regime exceeds a percentile 

climatology.

Given a regime occurrence, 

probability that daily rainfall will 

exceed percentile

Southwest Scotland

20, 21

Regime

Regime 20 Regime 21



Global Hazard Map



Global Hazard Map



Global Hazard Map



For Discussion
Using ECMWF global ensemble forecasts for impact modelling and 

forecasting

• Is this something that should be done? Is there a user need?

– Explicit modelling – like VOT and SWF

– Warnings including impact – like EPS-W

– Overlays – like Global Hazard Map

• High resolution vs. lower (global) resolution

• How would this improve forecasts, advice or information?

• Which impacts or hazards would be most useful?

• Can you, as a group, identify one key opportunity for impact model 

development exploiting the ENS?



For Discussion
Using ECMWF global ensemble forecasts for impact modelling and forecasting

• What are key impacts in your country? Wind, flood, snow/ice, storm surge, lightning, volcanic ash/gases, 

landslides, avalanches, fog/low visibility, wildfire, 

• How important are impact based forecasts/warnings in your country?

• How important are early warnings in your country?

• Is this something that should be done? Is there a user need?

– Explicit modelling – like VOT and SWF

– Warnings including impact – like EPS-W

– Overlays – like Global Hazard Map

• High resolution vs. lower (global) resolution

• How would this improve forecasts, advice or information?

• Do we need very high resolution or can we calibrate effectively (using M-climate, analogs etc)

• Opportunities for downscaling global ensembles?

• How can we as a community (ECMWF Members and Users) best exploit ENS for high impact storms?

• Can you, as a group, identify one key opportunity for impact model development exploiting the 

ENS?


